COMPETITION RULES FOR DOUBLE AXE THROWING
Germany / Switzerland
Version 2016
Double Axe (6.10 meter or 20 feet) Two-Handed thrown at targets with 5cm/ or 1,96 inch rings
After 10 years of experience and the target of international alignment to the Scandinavian rules, the existing
double axe throwers clubs agree to these rules, which are applied to all competitions.

§1
The axe throwing is done with a double-blade axe on a target disc made of wood. Axe and disk are described in
detail in figure 1.

§2
The distance from the throwing line to the bullseye on the disk is 6.10 meter or 20 feet.

§3
The thrower shall not move either foot beyond the throwing line before the axe hits the target. This can be
controlled by a line judge or by the target judge. After one warning about this the throwers will be couted as
zero.
§4
The front axe blade is the blade facing toward the target.

§5
Only the front blade of the double axe can mark a score on the target disc. A prerequisite for this is that the axe is
firmly inserted into the target disc. The rear axe blade may not be used and should not touch the target disc.
Inserted axes with both blades or with the Shaft up in the target disc are invalid.

§6
The front axe blade of the axe only needs to touch the line between two target rings to count the
higher number of points. If the cutting tip of the axe is so deep can’t touch the higher point ring, the number of
rings is valued of the axe blade has penetrated. The target judge is allowed to inspect the axe by moving it.
See examples in figure 2

§6.1
In the event of a disagreement between the thrower and the target judge neither should touch the axe in the target
as a second judge may wish to inspect it. .
6.2 If a thrower does not agree with the points awarded by the judge he can raise his hand. If the target is not
clear, the target judge can select a second judge to consult or to decide again. The new decision of the
target judge is a task decision and final.

§6.3
The target judges are there to record definite scores between the lines only. If the hit is not clear between which
lines then the thrower will always get the higher points

§7
In the case of competitions, each axe throw is assessed by a target judge. The selection of the the target judge is
defined by the competitor before the start.
Throwers are only allowed as a target judge in internal club competitions.

§8
The winner is the thrower, who receives the most points from the organizer number of throws. The staging mode
has to be announced before each competition.

§9
In competitions only targets with 5cm/1,96 inch rings are used. Either vertically (wall) or, in the case of target
blocks, the target can be mounted slightly obliquely backwards.

§ 10
Competition Classes: The competitor may establish the following classes before the competition:
Ladies, men, seniors (from 65Years), youth (until 18Years), team (= /> 3 thrower = team)
In order for a competition class the status of a class has to be given,
Three competitors, or 3 competitors for teams.
The classes must be defined before the competition.
The competition management is free, to set other prizes, example: Newcomer or fairness prices.

§ 11
The competition manager is set by the organizer. If the competition of an axe throwing club, the association /
club management determines the competition manager. The Competition manager and writer can participate in
regional and after consultation the clubs also participate in regional competitions, provided that they
do not act as judge.

§ 12
The competition manager assumes the control of the expiration and the responsibility for compliance with the
safety regulations. In the case of deficiencies in security, he has to stop the competition until the deficiencies are
cleared.
The competition manager has to inform all contestant and the spectators about applicable safety rules.

§ 13
In the case of tie, in the event competition, the number of throws for the run-off, should regulated before the
competition.

§ 14
The competition manager, after consulting the organizer, can change the mode in case of bad weather or other
unplanned conditions.

§ 15
The organizer decides who is entitled to participate in a competition and has previously announced it in his
invitation.

1.) Dimensions of the throwing pit
Distance between the throwing line and the target is 6,10 m or 20
foot
Height to the target middle from Ground 1,50m or 4,92 foot

2.) Figure 1: Double axe and Target
Dimensions of the approved axe
1 Total length: min 610 mm
2 Blade : Max. 152 mm
total weight : min 1134 g inclusive. Shaft

Target
1.
2.

Inner ringOuter ring-

5 Points = Ø 5cm or 1,96 inch
1 Point = Ø 45cm or 17,72 inch

3.) Figure 2: Hit rating - Examples

Invalid Hits on target

Safety instructions
risk area
3m behind the throwing line, 6m to the side and 15m behind the target. Distance of individual lanes next to each
other targets = /> 2m (center point to center point target).
Shut-off
The risk area is covered with tape, string or similar. . Outside the shut-off lines are Signs with the text
"unauthorized access".
The text has to be International competitions in English. Only officials and the currently throwers may enter the
restricted area.
The target judge
For the target, a target judge is needed. The target judge must wear conspicuous clothing (vest) and be
recognizable as such.
Throwing
All participants of a round will throw at the same time, a signal to be given by the competition leader. After the
signal, the launcher has 1 minute to throw. In the case of a number of times the competitor has to point out the
competitor to speed his execution.
Cutting protection
The axes must be equipped with a cut protection at all times outside the restricted competition area. Within the
competition area, the axes can be placed on a wood stump.
General
The competitor must take throwers, after alcohol, drug use or grossly negligent behavior, from the competition if
he sees the safety of the participant, the officials or the spectators at risk.
www.asgard-throwers.de

